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Abstract 

The analysis of scientific works in the field of the Kazakh language is carried out. The Zipf’s first law is applied to the texts written in 
Kazakh language. The algorithm and the calculation model of the proposed method is described. It is shown that mostly all documents 
written in Kazakh language, produces approximately same stable value of Zipf’s coefficient. The experiment was conducted on a 
imaginative literature written in Kazakh language, referring to different topics. Based on the results of the experiment, we have calculated 
the Zipf’s coefficient to be in range 0.005-0.016. To extract a term from a word (cut off endings) Porter’s Stemmer was modified and used. 
The results of the calculations were displayed using the «Matlab» modeling environment. The possibility of application of Zipf’s first law 
to Kazakh-language documents is shown and proven. 
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1 Introduction 

Due to the fact that the volume of virtual information in 

Kazakh language is growing, it becomes necessary to extract 

the needed data from a huge number of documents. In 

addition to finding an article or book containing the necessary 

information, you often have to rank from thousands of 

sources most suitable for the query. That grows an interest of 

categorising the documents by topics. The problem of 

categorizing natural language texts by machines has long 

been of scientific interest [1]. Solving the documents 

thematically categorization problem, some methods like LSA 

(latent-semantic analysis), linguistic analysis, statistical 

analysis can be applied. However, all methods mentioned 

above, requires extracting the keywords. Keyword – is a term, 

whose semantic factor (meaning weight) is higher than other 

terms of this texts. In other words, these are the terms, which 

carry the main aim of a text. Assuming texts related to “sports” 

topics, keywords should be like “play”, “winner”, “goal” and 

etc… Those terms can also be met in a texts related to 

“finance” topic, but they are not the keywords there. The 

problem here, is to teach the machine, to be able to extract 

needed keywords from texts. 

2 Analysis of modern researches and publications 

There are many works of scientists related to the problem of 

extracting terms. There is a work of Kiyoshi Emori and 

Noriko Ohtsuki named “Keyword extraction apparatus for 

Japanese texts” where they claim that frequency information 

acquisition means acquires the appearance frequency of each 

keyword candidate. Importance calculation means calculates 

the importance of each keyword candidate as keyword. 

Keyword finalizing means definitely determines as true 

keywords only those keyword candidates having degrees of 

importance above a designated level of importance [2]. 

Another interesting work is the work named “Automatic 

extraction of keywords from scientific text: application to the 

knowledge domain of protein families”, done by M A 

Andrade and A Valencia. They developed system that 

consequently extracts domain-specific information from the 

analysis of a set of protein families [3]. That was a good 

practice of integration of biology and informatics. Also, there 

is a work of extracting the keywords using chain. This work 

called “Using lexical chains for keyword extraction” and was 

done by Gonenc Ercan and Ilyas Cicekli. A lexical chain 

holds a set of semantically related words of a text and it can 

be said that a lexical chain represents the semantic content of 

a portion of the text [4]. From that investigations we can 

obviously claim that the interest of extracting the keywords is 

still popular through many scientists from many countries. 

Also, there are many methods to perform this task. 

3 The problem formulation 

In this paper, we are going to work with the texts in Kazakh 

language. However, it turns out that all man-made texts are 

built according to uniform rules! [5] No one manages to get 

around them. Whichever language is used, whoever writes 

– a classic or graphomaniac – the internal structure of the 
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text will remain unchanged. It is described by the laws of 

Zipf (G.K. Zipf). Zipf’s law where applied on many 

languages like English, Russian and etc… and it was always 

proven that it works. If it is suitable for other languages why 

not to apply it to Kazakh language. First Law of Zipf says 

that all texts written by human should have a constant C = 

Probability * Rank. Depending on language of text that 

constant may change its value [5]. The problem here is to 

calculate the value of that constant applying Zipf’s law to 

texts written in Kazakh language. 

4 The aim of paper 

The main goal of our paper is to experiment with application 

of Zipf’s first law to texts written in Kazakh language. 

Therefore, to calculate Zipf’s constant C, and use it to 

extract the keywords in future works, where keywords are 

the most meaningful words of a text. 

5 The research material 

The first law of Zipf "rank - frequency". Choose any 

word and count how many times it appears in the text. This 

value is called the occurrence frequency of the word. We 

will measure the frequency of each word in the text. Some 

words will have the same frequency, that is, enter the text an 

equal number of times. Group them by taking only one value 

from each group. Arrange the frequencies as they decrease 

and number them. The sequence number of the frequency is 

called the frequency rank. So, the most common words will 

have rank 1, following them - 2, etc. We poke at random into 

the page and determine the probability of meeting the word 

that the choice has fallen to. The probability will be equal to 

the ratio of the frequency of occurrence of this word to the 

total number of words in the text [5]. 

Probability = Frequency of occurrence of a word / 

Number of words (1) 

Zipf discovered an interesting regularity. It turns out that 
if we multiply the probability of finding a word in the text 
for a frequency rank, then the resulting value (C) is 
approximately constant! [5] 

C = (Frequency of occurrence of the word * Frequency 

rank) / Number of words (2) 

or 

C = Probability * Frequency rank (3) 

If we transform the formula slightly and then look at the 
math reference book, we see that this is a function of the 
type y = k / x and its graph is an equilateral hyperbola.  

Hence, according to the first Zipf’s first law, if the most 
common word occurs in the text, for example, 100 times, then 
the next most frequent word is unlikely to occur 99 times. The 
frequency of occurrence of the second most popular word, 
with a high probability, will be at the level of 50. (Of course, 

you should understand that in statistics there is nothing 
absolutely accurate: 50, 52 – is not so important.) [5]. 

 

 
FIGURE 1 Plot of the function y=k/x 

6 Experiment  

The value of the constant in different languages is different, 
but within one language group it remains unchanged [5], no 
matter what text we take. For example, for English texts the 
Zipf constant is approximately 0.1 and for Russian texts the 
value is 0.06-0.07 [5]. It is interesting, how do Kazakh texts 
look from the point of view of Zipf's first law. They are not 
an exception. Analysis of the files with Kazakh texts 
convinced that the law is impeccable here. For the Kazakh 
language, the Zipf’s coefficient turned out to be 0.005-0.016. 
Although these studies do not pretend to be complete, the 
universality of Zipf's laws allows us to assume that the 
obtained data are completely reliable. 

To calculate that value we took a list of texts and 
calculated the frequency of each word met there. To extract 
each term independently of endings (to cut off endings), we 
used the Stemmer of Porter. Of course we modified the 
classical Porter’s algorithm to fit it for grammatical rules of 
Kazakh language.  

 

 
FIGURE 2 The database of texts taken from literature written in Kazakh 

language 

Afterwards, we have calculated the C coefficient for 
each word in a book. The results proved that Zipf was right. 
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FIGURE 3 Zipf’s coefficient of a words in a book “Kara Sozder”, Abai 
FIGURE 4 Zipf’s coefficient of a words in a book “Koshpendiler”, I. 

Esenberlin 

We can’t show the plots of every book, but the results 
for each book were similarly stable. Hence, from the figures 
above you can clearly see that around 80-90% of a words 
from text, have the same value of C (Zipf’s coefficient) 

which is close to value 0.0094. Other words are assumed to 
be an error or exception. From that results we have 
calculated the mode (the most frequent value) and assigned 
that value to each book.  

TABLE 1 The Zipf’s coefficient for each book. 

Book name Zipf constant 

abai-kara-soz-21-30.pdf 0.010342598577892695 

abai-kara-soz-31-40.pdf 0.008326661329063251 

abai-kara-sozder-1-10.pdf 0.011114541525162088 

abai-kara-sozder-11-20.pdf 0.013119533527696793 

Abyl-akyn-zhyrlary.pdf 0.017738359201773836 

Akan-Seri-Zhyrlary.pdf 0.008175042077422458 

Dospambet-Zhyrau-zhyrlary.pdf 0.010558002936857563 

Kaztugan-Zhyrau-zhyrlary.pdf 0.01661631419939577 

koshpendiler1.pdf 0.002588761728492926 

Magzhan-Zhumabayev-Olender.pdf 0.004722767419038273 

Magzhan-Zhumabayev-poemalar.pdf 0.007032348804500703 

Mirzhakyp-Dulatov-angimeler.pdf 0.006661213041953956 

Mirzhakyp-Dulatov-audarmalar_1.pdf 0.013937282229965157 

Mirzhakyp-Dulatov-ballada-Burkit-kegi.docx.pdf 0.014097744360902255 

Mirzhakyp-Dulatov-olender.pdf 0.005219927842173946 

Mukagali-Makatayev-Bala-shaktan-bolashakka-poema.pdf 0.00648508430609598 

Mukagali-Makatayev-olender-2-bolim.pdf 0.007140538786108407 

Mukagali-Makatayev-olender-3-bolim.pdf 0.006349206349206349 

Mukagali-Makatayev-olender-4-bolim.pdf 0.007469020539806484 

Mukagali-Makatayev-olender-5-bolim.pdf 0.007236388697450034 

Mukagali-Makatayev-olender-6-bolim.pdf 0.007464829170255527 

Mukagali-Makatayev-olender-6-bolim_1.pdf 0.007464829170255527 

Mukagali-Makatayev-poema-Akkular-Uiyktaganda.pdf 0.011598587997982855 

Mukagali-Makatayev-poema-Altai-Atyrau.pdf 0.011257953989231522 

Mukagali-Makatayev-poema-Appassionata.pdf 0.00901213171577123 

Mukagali-Makatayev-songy-minuttar-poema.pdf 0.011611030478955007 

Saken-Seifullin-akkudyn-airyluy.docx.pdf 0.012708498808578236 

Saken-Seifullin-lashyn-angimesi.docx.pdf 0.01652892561983471 

Shozhe-Karzhaubaiuly-olenderi.pdf 0.015765765765765764 

Shyganak-Gabiden-Mustafin.pdf 0.003103078630131834 

Zhambyl-Zhabayev-olenderi.pdf 0.008812856402280975 

Using Matlab tool, we have plotted that results and 
obtained the following picture: 
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FIGURE 5 Zipf’s coefficient of each book, plot 

As you can see, from the figure above, the value of 
Zipf’s coefficient is approximately similar for each book. 
Generally, it it somewhere between 0.005 – 0.016, but most 
frequently texts produced the value of 0.0094. 

7 Conclusions 

The analysis of Zipf’s first law applied to Kazakh language 
texts provides quite stable results it terms of the coefficient 

C. Except some exceptions, all other documents produced 
similar results. We can certainly conclude, that Zipf’s first 
law works for Kazakh language texts and most of the texts 
produce the coefficient to be in range 0.005-0.016. The 
computational experiment confirmed the stability of Kazakh 
texts in term of Zipf’s first law and that results can be used 
to extract the keywords [6] by applying the Zipf’s second 
law in the future works. This approach can also be used to 
understand the ancient letter or hieroglyphs. More precisely, 
if the letters will produce stable Zipf’s constant, we can 
certainly say that texts were written by human being, or just 
pictures drawn for fun, otherwise. 
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